
Cycle 6 supplement -- New HHPARTYP variable (HHPARTYP2): 
 

Contents of data files 
and 

Description of variable 
 
This variable is an update to one that is currently among a group of variables that is a supplement 
to the Public Use File of Cycle 6 of the NSFG.  This variable summarizes the parental situation in 
the respondent’s household.  This variable (HHPARTYP2) is a revision of the prior one 
(HHPARTYP) in that it distinguishes the category of single-parent living arrangement. 
 
Below are the specifications for this variable, and the contents of the data files.  
- HHPARTYPNEW.sas7bdat is the data file in SAS format, created with SAS version 9.1 
- HHPARTYPNEWASC.DAT is the data file in ASCII format. 
 
Specifications for new household parental arrangements variable: 
 
HHPARTYP2: 
 
Code categories: 
1=Both biological or both adoptive parents  
2=Biological and step or adoptive parent  
3=Single parent (biological, adoptive, or stepparent)  
4=Other 
 
- if  there are two biological parents in the household (AD-5 RELAR[x]=11 for 2 household 
members) or two adoptive parents in the household (AD-5 RELAR[x]=13 for 2 household 
members), then HHPARTYP2=1 
 
- else if there is a biological parent in the household along with a stepparent or adoptive parent 
(any AD-5 RELAR[x]=11, and any AD-5 RELAR[x]=12 or 13), then HHPARTYP2=2 
 
- else if there is only one biological, adoptive, or stepparent in the household (only one AD-5 
RELAR[x]=11 and no AD-5 RELAR[x]=12 or 13; or only one AD-5 RELAR[x]=12 and no AD-
5 RELAR[x]=11 or 13; or only one AD-5 RELAR[x]=13 and no AD-5 RELAR[x]=11 or 12) 
HHPARTYP2=3 
 
- else HHPARTYP2=4 
 
File Characteristics 
The SAS and ASCII data files containing this variable contain one record for each of the 12,571 
men and women interviewed (7,643 women and 4,928 men) in 2002.  
 
Data File Contents and Frequencies: 
Observations          12571 
Variables             3 
 



Data layout for ASCII file, HHPARTYPNEWASC.DAT: 
 

Column Location  Variable  
1 – 8   CASEID 
9   HHPARTYP2 
10   R_SEX 

 
Data layout for SAS data file, hhpartypnew.sas7bdat: 
 
Variables in Creation Order 
# Variable Type Len Label 
1 CASEID Num 8 Case ID 
2 HHPARTYP2 Num 8 Type of parental situation in household (2nd version) 
3 R_SEX Num 8 Sex of Respondent 

 
Frequencies 
Sex of Respondent 

R_SEX Frequency Percent Cumulative 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Female 7643 60.80 7643 60.80 
Male 4928 39.20 12571 100.00 

 
 
Type of parental situation in household (2nd version) 

HHPARTYP2 Frequency Percent Cumulative 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Percent 

both biological or both adoptive parents 1658 13.19 1658 13.19 
biological and step or adoptive parent 419 3.33 2077 16.52 
single parent (bio, adoptive, or step) 1345 10.70 3422 27.22 
Other, or no parental figure 9149 72.78 12571 100.00 

  


